
Dear Bennett, 

47 Highpoint, 
North Hill, 
Highgate, 
LONDON, N.6. 

18 April 1952 

I was very glad to hear from you. I can imagine how 
busy you must have been lately: we are in the throes of designing 
a house for us to get built this summer, an! I too have had to go 
easy on Minoan lately. I was only a little afraid that you had been 
forced to give up your studies entirely, or that you had got sick 
of .reading my stuff. 

Myres~nt me Scripta Minoa about 3 weeks ago, but I have 
only been looking at it very generally so far. I was akked to write 
a review of it for "MAN", which I did, and I shallwrite another for 
the Journal of Hellenic Studies later in the year, when I have had 
time to taKe it all 1n, and also to to see what repercussions the 
book has among the other people we know. One has to give Myres credit 
for the rather tha~less work that he has put into the book, but 
it's difficult to know just how one should assess the publication 
apart from that. We all ver.y much rely on you as a check on its reli
ability. 

It is extremely good of you to send me your index. I had 
thought to myself that one would have to check through MYres' index, 
and I hadn't the courage to know just where to start! For one thing, 
I've got used to your. order of the signar,J, and I get grey-haired 
trying to find sign-groups in his order. Another drawback is the fact 
that his incomplete sign-groups are mixed up with the complete ones 
within each initial letter, which makes reference more difficult~ 
I haven't had occasion to use the index much, but the few checks I have 
made have revealed a rather disturbing number of sign-groups which are 
referred to the wrong tablet numbers, or which are clearly spelt dif
ferently on the original tablet. And one sus~ects that are a lot o~ ' 

cases like the ent~ in the index for e +f':t: ~ (1129), when the drawing 
clearly shows i'+,...;I=tf (also indexed) and no comment on the variant 
reading is given in the "critical notes " ; while 1129 is numbered 1161 
on Plate LXXVIII (have you got~is one ?). 

Another job, before one gets down to serious analysis, 
will be to draw out all the tablets in the Kober order and with your 
emendations of the text. 

Clearly, one will have to agree with Myres that inflexions 
at Knossos are a much harder thing to analyse and prove than those at 
Pylos. I reminded him, 1he .9!Pir day, of the very obvious plural use 
of - It in ~~"* and ~..,~ 'l"A on tablets 6l0ff - to which he seemed 
to assent: but if it is so obvious, why doesn't he make a contribution 
by explaining this ending - A , instead of just saying "the suffix - A
is sometimes omi~edtt (p 55)? His unwillingness to get to grips with 
anything which is really linguistics, as opposed to mere archaeological 
interpretation, is a little tedious, even ~ugh it may spring from a 
commendable desire to leave the field of speculation free for rasher 
soula like us. 

I am struck by the larger number of phrases (few prope r 
names, proportionally?) whiyh Kn~ssos shares with Pylos. I was parti
cularly surprised by A@'1'1!i "'f, (56.2), which must be the sye J..I 
as A0~ ' trtTtt (SnOl.8): a Category 4a word, a title ? ~@-- , [!f 
as the genitive sin~lar of A@t:: shews a form intermediate between 
thettnormal"form A-@~-f!i and the form A@[!5 with elided -6. ; and 
is perhaps another indication that - ~ is a vowel sound. Practically 
all the final occurrences o£ - ~ seem to be gramma~ical endings which 
bear some alternation with the edding - C (where this is a plural 
or something, not a masculine name-ending), but I don't quite see what 
the f unction of this can be. I suspect that ~ hasn't got a full con
sonant in it either, though CC+ (Eo02.7) and CC~ (152b.2) are rather 
disturbing. - C ~ So~ OIfr .... ~ +0 - =1= -. .. 
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It seems to me that - 'Jf and - ft probably represent very similar 
sounds, but that generally speaking ~ - has been reserved for ini1ial 
use, - G - for middle and final. 

Another priority job is the csissification of the Knossos sign
groups into their "categories": and the Pylos experience is a 
great help here. One wouldn't know where to start with words like 
il~ 'f 'C and :~*+ otherwise', whereas now one has got a glimmelr 
of the sort of thing they must mean. But there will still remain, 
I feel, a large number of little eitries and phrases On the 
Knossos tablets about mmB which one will be able ao guess ver.y 
little as to their function. 

The main Category 3 words are perhaps among the most 
interesting to classify: that iSti the words which show the - f / -8 
ending and the 'feminine' - B • Most of them seem to be 
quite distinct at Knossos and Pylos, and it is perhaps a hopeful 
line that some of them are geographical expressions. ~ 

I seem to det ect a lot more evidence that - ~ and - rl1 / A\ 
are endings of a similar grammatical function. 

The rules that final - ~ must be preceded by Vowel 3, 
and that - J!( - must ~ be preceded by Vowel l, seem, at first 

sight, to be confirmed by the Knossos index. An exception is: 1'~ ~ 
on 58, but the spelling seems peculiar generally. 

The rules for geni ti ves in -'l and - t!:J seem OK too. 
Some variations between - ~ and -eJ within the same stem must 
probably be explained as having a definite function, eg: " 

~fc l.P-l!:f straight genitive singular q*,t.fv~ t!ii't 
,,~ y-~ 

~i~-~ 

The evidence for 
others are doubtful. 

adjectival nominative, with vowel change. 
(or gmnitive plural) 

alternative spelling, according to rule 
whereby Vowel 3 is allowed to be re
tained in the 'adjectival'form (which 
also operatms with feminines in - ~ ). 

- © is poor. 820 is a clear case , but the 

I wonder if Pylos ~ t1' 6 is the adjectival form from ~ ~ , 
be~1. a dialect variant of Knossos i i ( 'J) / -I t xr D .1-

1./"'" I> xr ... '!ft (64T67.1) shows the same grammatical form 
as the Pylos 1fr~~ etc, which I referred to in my last Note. 

These are very random jottings of a few things that have 
come to mind on first looking a S~ripta Minoa. Before too 10 we 
must get down 0 the serious j ob of· i~plementing the a sh unde 
t kinu tn ~ovide phonetic values withOn 2 years. 

You s, 
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